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sunshine your parties !
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Addressing the challenges of outdoor events
Many outdoor events face a common challenge: securing a reliable power source while
maintaining a low carbon footprint.

Our systems provide a solution to this issue. Our goal is to contribute to the development
of eco-conscious events for the future.

In the realm of outdoor settings, it is imperative to optimize the following criteria: sound
quality, functional efficiency, relevance, mobility, and system autonomy.

Our system addresses these demands: no unnecessary energy loss, extended autonomy
thanks to powerful batteries, simplified transportation and setup... All designed to provide
an enjoyable experience for all stakeholders: the audience, the staff, and the planet!

Whether it's outdoors or indoors, we provide a turnkey solution to
minimize the carbon footprint of your event!

Context & Purpose

The green and carbon-neutral events industry is rapidly expanding. By choosing
We R Solar, you're contributing to the development of eco-conscious events for the
future.

Carbon Footprint-Linked Grants

An increasing number of events are eligible for grants based on their carbon
footprint. By opting for our solar energy solution, you're not only adhering to
ecological standards but also accessing financial benefits!

The rising trend of sustainable events



Our services

SOLAR GENERATOR
RENTAL

Rent a solar generator to power your
event efficiently, reliably, and

sustainably.

Our service includes assessing your
needs, installing, and dismantling the
system. This allows you to focus on

other aspects of your event!

 ▶ Businesses & Individuals
 ▶ One-time Events

TEMPORARY & CUSTOMIZED
INSTALLATION

THE solution if you're planning a
series of recurring events over an

extended period.

We install the system for 1, 2, 3
months, etc., for all venues with
outdoor spaces (example: parks,

restaurant terraces...)

 ▶ Pros uniquement
 ▶ Evénements récurrents

360-DEGREE SERVICE
(As an additional offering!)

DJ SERVICE WITH 
MR. P BOOKING

Talented and
experienced DJs from

the Mr. P Booking
agency.

SOUND EQUIPMENT
RENTAL

Professional Sound Equipment
(Speakers, Mixing Board,

Microphones, Lighting, etc.)

EVENT
MANAGEMENT

Professional Technical
Management

Coordination of equipment,
lighting, sound systems,
etc.

Seamless event production

https://mister-p-booking.com/


Technical details

EXAMPLES OF EQUIPMENT WE CAN POWER

SOLAR DISCO MOBILE

MEGA BOX

10kVA/8kWh storage

10kVA/15kWh storage

OUR SYSTEMS

Audio Lighting Refrigerators Foodtrucks
 Other catering

equipment

NB : Obviously, we advise against using fryers from 40 years ago
(and any other unnecessarily energy-intensive equipment)! Choose a

more sustainable cooking approach :) 

8 x 2.4Kwh batteries 
Total battery power = 19.2Kwh 12 x
400w or 500w solar panels 
Solar availability: 4800w/6000w

Our systems can simultaneously power various equipment over an
extended period thanks to the performance of the batteries.

We provide two systems that can be
rented together or separately depending
on your event's requirements



About us

THE WE R SOLAR TEAM

We R Solar was born out of our passion for events
and our commitment to eco-responsibility.

Our journey began when our association project
"Solar Disco Mobile" won the title of regional winner
in the Grand Est region as part of the 2020 Citizen
Initiative call for projects. It was then that we
realized the enormous potential of our project.

Faced with a growing demand for services, we
decided to transform the association project into a
business, We R Solar.

Today, our mission is clear: to provide an alternative,
sustainable, and efficient electrical power solution
for all types of events and to make this industry more
eco-friendly.

Philipp Pollaert

More than just a stage
manager...

With 20 years of experience in
the events industry, Philipp is a

virtuoso of production and
coordination. His dedication to

ecology drives We R Solar
towards a sustainable future.

Yoann Lamarche

Yoann, the founder of our
partner Mobilvolts, is the
mastermind behind our
systems. His technical

expertise and passion for
innovation enable us to offer

cutting-edge solutions to power
all types of events.

Caroline Bisello Boursetty

Caroline's financial and
administrative expertise

ensures the smooth operation
of We R Solar. Always on the

lookout for opportunities, she is
the driving force behind our

growth and prosperity.



They've trusted us before

Solar Projects

"A top-notch service! The city of Haguenau has already enlisted Philippe, his
turntable, and his solar panels twice, and it's always a success. Whether with
sunshine or batteries charged by the sun, he knows how to adapt to the
audience by playing all styles of music that make people dance or smile :) His
solar panels can power other installations (food trucks) too! In short, it's always
a pleasure to have We R Solar: easy installation, autonomous, eco-friendly,
and original concept that catches the eye. And Philippe: always in a good
mood :)"
- City of Haguenau

"Highly professional, pleasant, and efficient service. High-quality solar sound
system for all types of events. We R happy!"
- Espace Django

"Great experience at an outdoor Open Mic! Professional, quality service in a
cool atmosphere. Efficient, attentive, interesting approach... We will definitely
call on We R Solar again!"
- Artefact

Fantastic experience at the Pumptrack inauguration. Practical, trendy, and
eco-friendly, We R Solar is simply the future! Beyond the concept, exceptional
sound! I recommend it 200%.
- City of Corcieux

“We R Solar, our partner for our event 'La Tournée des Terroirs' in the heart of
the vineyard. 15 dates entirely powered by solar energy.”
- CIVA (Interprofessional Committee for Alsace Wines)

Our clients' feedback



A future-proof solution & tool

In short

Act for the futur, 
sunshine your parties !



Contact 
Technical details & quotation
Philipp Pollaert
info@wersolar.net
0618272754

Administrative & Financial
Caroline Bisello
cdeboursetty@gmail.com
0642254531

@we.r.solar

We R Solar

Media links

WeRsolargenerateurs

Social Medias

Contact and details

Interview SMAG : https://youtu.be/1ey0gq9_E2s

Article Rue89 : https://bitly.ws/3htpr

Press Kit
Drive (photos, logos...)

https://www.instagram.com/we.r.solar/
https://www.instagram.com/we.r.solar/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/we-r-solar/
https://www.facebook.com/WeRsolargenerateurs
https://www.facebook.com/WeRsolargenerateurs
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https://www.rue89strasbourg.com/disco-mobile-ecologie-fetes-265158
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https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1oh9twgXu1jifuxK8zAdBkgbBY_2PiMqE?usp=drive_link
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